
Jenish Modi 
Mobile no: +91-9913861160 

Email Id: jenish28n95@gmail.com 

 

 

ADDRESS: 

205, Khadki faliya, opp.maszid, Kamrej gam, Ta: Kamrej, Dist: surat, Pin code - 394180, 

Gujarat. 

                                                                                                                                        

CAREER OBJECTIVE                                                                                          

 
“To Seeking new challenges, which effectively utilize my theoretical skills and provide 

opportunities for knowledge enhancement and career growth. To develop skills in every field 

with extensive response and reception to on the job learning.”  

 
EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION                                                                  

 

POST GRADUATION (2018): 

 

 Master of Electronics and Communication Engineering in GTU, Ahmadabad. 

 COLLEGE: Sarvajanik College of Engineering and Technology (SCET). 

 

GRADUATION (2016): 

 

 Bachelor of Electronics and Communication Engineering in GTU, Ahmadabad  

 COLLEGE: SNPIT & RC, UMRAKH. 

 

SCHOOLING: 

 

 HSC IN SCIENCE in G.S.E.B of Gujarat (2012).  

 SCHOOL: SHRI G. J. BHAKTA, SHRI M. K. BHAKTA, SHRI L.G. DESAI, SMT. 

B. L. DESAI HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL. 

 

 SSC in G.S.E.B of Gujarat (2010). 

 SCHOOL: SHRI J.P.PATEL & K.V.K.M HIGH SCHOOL, KAMREJ. 

 

 COMPUTER LITERACY                                                                                      
 

 Basic computer knowledge  (MS office and Operating system – windows) 

 Most Familiar with subjects like COMMUNICATION  

 Good Command Over Programming Languages (Assembly, C,C++, MATLAB) 

 Can work on Simulator Software (Most familiar with Keil, Proteus, microC) 

 

SKILLS                                                                                       
 

 Ability to work in team  

 Easy to understanding Skills 

 Effective at time management and priority tasks to achieve as per it deadlines 

 Used to working in stressful and multi-tasking environment 
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ACHIEVEMENTS & EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES                                                                                                                       

 

 Completed certification in Training Program on Robotics & Embedded Applications 

Using Arduino. 

 Have attended certification seminar on “Arduino AVR”, a workshop conducted by 

Robotics & Embedded Applications Institute. 

 Have attended seminar on “MATLAB and Python”. 

BE PROJECT 
 

Industrial monitoring and controlling system using AC power supply. 

 

DISSERTATION 
 

Object detection using deep learning and saliency map. 

 

EXPERIENCE                                                                                           

 
1. Network Operation Center(NOC) Engineer :  July-2018 to oct-2018 

RELIENCE JIO, Surat 
 Strong ability to diagnose serve or network alerts. 

 Experience managing, supporting and deploying network infrastructure. 

 Analyze problems, Perform Troubleshooting and incident response on the system. 

 Communication with site technicians and track problems through to solution. 

 

2. Cashier in Vegji’s restaurant :  Nov-2018 to May-2019 

 Take order and preparing food. 

 Accept online ordering then made order then packing order and deliver order to 

particular rider of order. 

 Also managing store and reporting, cleaning of restaurant and how to deal with 

customer and handle them. 

 

3. Cashier in Jalaram restaurant :  May-2019 to Dec-2021 

 Accept online order and deliver that order at given time limit 

 Make bill of customer. 

 Our restaurant take home delivery order so mange to deliver that order at given time 

period. 

 Also manage stock and store management. 

 

4. PHP Web Devloper in Invent Infotech:  Jan-2022 to Present 

 Website design using HTML, CSS, JS and Bootstrap. 

 Make Website and admin panel in Laravel. 

 Project live in Cpanel and how to purchase domain and integration with our server. 

 

5. PHP Web Devloper in QUEUELOOP SOLUTIONS LLP : March-2023 to Present 

 Website design using HTML, CSS, JS and Bootstrap. 

 Make Website and admin panel in Laravel, CodeIgniter,cakePHP4, 

 Project live in Cpanel and how to purchase domain and integration with our server. 

 

LANGUAGES KNOWN                                                                                    

 

English, Hindi, Gujarati. 

REFERENCE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST 


